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Summary: Act 1, scene 1 
 
Sampson and Gregory, two servants of the house of Capulet, stroll through the streets of 
Verona. With bawdy banter, Sampson vents his hatred of the house of Montague. The two 
exchange punning remarks about physically conquering Montague men and sexually 
conquering Montague women. Gregory sees two Montague servants approaching, and 
discusses with Sampson the best way to provoke them into a fight without breaking the law. 
Sampson bites his thumb at the Montagues—a highly insulting gesture. A verbal confrontation 
quickly escalates into a fight. Benvolio, a kinsman to Montague, enters and draws his sword in 
an attempt to stop the confrontation. Tybalt, a kinsman to Capulet, sees Benvolio’s drawn sword 
and draws his own. Benvolio explains that he is merely trying to keep the peace, but Tybalt 
professes a hatred for peace as strong as his hatred for Montagues, and attacks. The brawl 
spreads. A group of citizens bearing clubs attempts to restore the peace by beating down the 
combatants. Montague and Capulet enter, and only their wives prevent them from attacking one 
another. Prince Escalus arrives and commands the fighting stop on penalty of torture. The 
Capulets and Montagues throw down their weapons. The Prince declares the violence between 
the two families has gone on for too long, and proclaims a death sentence upon anyone who 
disturbs the civil peace again. He says that he will speak to Capulet and Montague more directly 
on this matter; Capulet exits with him, the brawlers disperse, and Benvolio is left alone with his 
uncle and aunt, Montague and Lady Montague. 
 
Benvolio describes to Montague how the brawl started. Lady Montague asks whether Benvolio 
has seen her son, Romeo. Benvolio replies that he earlier saw Romeo pacing through a grove 
of sycamores outside the city; since Romeo seemed troubled, Benvolio did not speak to him. 
Concerned about their son, the Montagues tell Benvolio that Romeo has often been seen 
melancholy, walking alone among the sycamores. They add that they have tried to discover 
what troubles him, but have had no success. Benvolio sees Romeo approaching, and promises 
to find out the reason for his melancholy. The Montagues quickly depart. 
 
Benvolio approaches his cousin. With a touch of sadness, Romeo tells Benvolio that he is in 
love with Rosaline, but that she does not return his feelings and has in fact sworn to live a life of 
chastity. Benvolio counsels Romeo to forget her by gazing on other beauties, but Romeo 
contends that the woman he loves is the most beautiful of all. Romeo departs, assuring 
Benvolio that he cannot teach him to forget his love. Benvolio resolves to do just that. 


